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Abstract: In the spring of 2012, students in Quebec went on strike against a proposed
75% increase in university tuition and the further privatization of education that it
signaled. The strike lasted 6 months and repeatedly mobilized hundreds of thousands
of students and supporters in collective action. Emphasizing the “broader dreams of a
student movement now sparking the popular imagination”, some activists began calling
for a “rêve général illimité” (unlimited general dream). This article brings together schol-
arship on creative tactics and the role of space in protest to analyze a range of imaginative
and affective interventions as well as the debates that emerged concerning their role
within the movement. I argue that creative tactics intervened in how space and time were
constructed by altering the relationships amongst private and public space. As a result,
responsibilities were redistributed and time typically consecrated to the pursuit of private
ends was redeployed during the Quebec student strike, broadening participation and
generating public spaces where care was collectivized.
Résumé: Au printemps de 2012, les étudiants du Québec se sont mis en grève contre
une proposition visant à augmenter de 75% des frais de scolarité universitaire et contre la
privatisation de l’éducation. La grève a duré six mois et, à plusieurs reprises, a mobilisé
des centaines de milliers d’étudiants et de partisans de l’action collective. Soulignant les
«rêves plus larges d’un mouvement étudiant qui stimule désormais l’imagination
populaire», certains militants ont commencé à appeler au «rêve général illimité». Cet
article croise le savoir sur les tactiques créatives et le savoir académique sur le rôle de
l’espace dans la protestation, afin d’analyser une série d’interventions créatives et affec-
tives, ainsi que les débats qui ont émergé au sujet de leur rôle au sein du mouvement.
J’avance l’idée selon laquelle les tactiques créatives ont influencé la manière dont l’espace
et le temps se sont construits en modifiant les relations entre espace privé et espace pub-
lic. En conséquence, les responsabilités ont été redistribuées et le temps, généralement
consacré à la recherche à fins privées, a été redéployé au cours de la grève étudiante au
Québec, élargissant la participation communautaire et générant des espaces d’attention
mutuelle et d’entraide.

Keywords: student movements, creative protest tactics, activist art, space–time
relations, public space, Quebec

Introduction
In the spring of 2012 the province of Quebec was awash with red squares. In the
streets and across social and mainstream media, students and their supporters
protested rising tuition through a range of direct and symbolic tactics, from picket
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lines and occupations to street theatre and art installations, emphasizing that they
were already “squarely in the red”—squarely in debt—and could not accept the
consequences of higher fees. A year earlier, on 17 March 2011, the Quebec govern-
ment had published what it named A Fair and Balanced University Funding Plan, in
which it proposed substantial changes to the funding of universities. Student
associations noted their opposition to the plan to tie research funding to corporate
investment, hastening the privatization of education,1 however the most controver-
sial measure was the announced 75% tuition hike, to be applied over a 3-year
period (Gouvernement du Québec 2011).2 While the government argued that this
increase was warranted and effectively just made Quebec tuition comparable to
that in most other Canadian provinces, students argued that the increase would
not only make education less financially accessible to many, but importantly also
constituted a significant ideological shift away from the gains made during
Quebec’s Quiet Revolution of the 1960s when accessible education was heralded
as a fundamental value to be preserved. At that time, a promise had been made
to freeze tuition at a low rate and eventually abolish user fees for education as a
means of reversing systemic inequities and building a more equitable society
(Radio-Canada, 1960; Theurillat-Cloutier et al. 2013).
In February 2012, after the government refused to negotiate with student as-

sociations, a student strike began that would last over 6 months. At its height,
nearly 300,000 students were on strike, almost 75% of Quebec’s student popu-
lation.3 Over the course of the strike, a diverse range of tactics were utilized—
from blocking access to classes and buildings, to daily marches, street theatre
interventions and the spread of videos on social media to mobilize popular sup-
port. Organizers estimated that the largest protest march was attended by as
many as 500,000 people (Cox 2012). On 18 May 2012, the government passed
a “special law”, Bill 78, outlawing the picketing of classes, as well as the refusal
to teach under during the strike (Lemonde et al. 2013; Québec National Assem-
bly 2012: section 13). It further prohibited public gatherings of more than 50
people without 8 hours prior notice given to the police detailing trajectories
(section 16) as well the encouraging of acts of civil disobedience against the above
legislation (section 15). Fines for transgressing were up to $5000 for individuals,
$35,000 for authority figures including professors and student spokespersons, and
$125,000 for organizations and associations, with fines doubled for a second
offense (section 26). Denounced as an infraction of human rights by Amnesty Inter-
national (Zúñiga 2012) and as unconstitutional by the Quebec Bar Association (Le
Barreau du Québec 2012), the bill highlighted the controversial nature not only of
the strike, but also of protestors’ takeover of public space. On 10 May 2012, Stefan
Christoff of Howl Arts Collective, a Montreal-based collective of cultural workers,
artists and activists working for social justice via artistic expression, wrote an article
that was published online entitled “Rêve général illimité in Quebec”. The piece
emphasized the extent to which “student activists taking the streets are outlining a
political vision for Québec that seeks to radically rework the present economic
system”, and were rejecting “a government proposal failing to speak to the specific
demands and broader dreams of a student movement now sparking the popular
imagination” (Christoff 2013:31).
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Over the past several decades, numerous scholars have detailed the importance
of cultural memory and the development of performative protest repertoires in
mobilizing resistance and challenging ways of conceiving and engaging in social
organization (Mische et al. 2003; Taylor 2003; Tilly 2008; Shepard 2011). The role
of play and creativity in transforming a sense of possible social configurations
(Kershaw 1997; Lamoureux 2013; Schechner 1992) and the relationships between
the personal and the political (Kolonel Klepto and Major Up Evil 2005; Routledge
2012) have been increasingly stressed in the literature on creative and artistic
activism. The risks that such playful resistance could act as distraction from direct
action and ongoing social organizing have also been noted (Graeber 2009;
Shepard 2011). This article examines the significance of how the plethora of what
Tilly has termed “contentious performance” repertoires of protest (Tilly 2008) were
invoked and transfigured in response to repression and the debates surrounding
collective creativity that surfaced therein. It situates the interventions and discourses
concerning the popular imagination within debates that have long been raging on
the role of art and symbolic action within contestational movements, particularly
since the rise and fall of the social movements and student strikes of the late
1960s. Here I combine the aforementioned work on affective protest and the
destabilization of divides between the personal and the political, with Lazzarato’s
(2003, 2012) work on “world-making” and the production of subjectivity, as well
as Ranciére’s (2010) concept of “dissensus”, to argue that the force of creative tac-
tics lies in generating alternative spaces for dissensus and contestation as embodied
in the very social practices and relational re-organization that activists model.
In the 1970s, in the wake of the Paris student and general strikes of ’68, Lefebvre

published a seminal text, The Production of Space, critiquing the magical thinking of
much of avant-garde creative resistance that appeared to suggest that words and
images alone are capable of transforming society without adequately attending
to the actual material practices through which societies function (Lefebvre
1991:29). Lefebvre (1991:30) argued that in late capitalist societies the very notion
of social space rests on three categories: biological reproduction; the reproduction
of labor power; and the reproduction of the social relations of production. Over the
past several decades, social movement theorists have increasingly taken up such
considerations. Routledge (2003) highlighted the importance of the dynamics of
“convergence spaces” in which activists implicated in different struggles and with
different perspectives and approaches to social transformation can meet. Drawing
on the work of David Harvey (1996), Routledge (2003:336) argues that the
“processes of place construction” are “important loci of collective memory” and
that, as such, diverse practices of spatialized protest often come into conflict, and
in some instances re-inscribe existing relations of power. Nevertheless, Routledge
and others analyzing the highlighted role of space in the “Occupy” and other
anti-austerity movements have pointed out the ongoing importance of space and
place for transforming societal logics and distributions of power and resources
(Mitchell 2012; Sbicca and Perdue 2014). This article applies the insights generated
by debates on the role of creative protest repertoires to discussions on the processes
of spatialization within social movements. In particular, this article analyses the
ways in which creative tactics alter divisions of labor by transforming the
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relationship between “private care” and “public participation”, in ways that ulti-
mately transform the dynamics of reproduction, labor/education and social rela-
tions within convergence spaces.
The arguments offered in this article are based on analysis and synthesis of

insights collectively generated during the 6-month period I was on strike as part
of the Art History and Communications Graduate Students Association at McGill
University and a lecturer active in organizing with Professors Against the Tuition
Hikes at Concordia University. I participated in activities virtually daily throughout
the strike, attending meetings and events, taking field notes and collecting mate-
rials about creative protest repertoires, and facilitating workshops and discussions
with students and other activists concerning histories of performative and creative
interventions as well as debates on tactics emerging in the scholarly literature and
“on the ground”. In this article, in keeping with the fluidity between academic
analysis and activist discourses that were produced during the strike, I consider
the theorizations of activists, editorialists and academics, as well as the collective
performances produced during and immediately following the strike, to be
themselves engaging in and transforming discourses and practices inherited from
previous movements. I analyze them all in this light.
In the first section of this article, I discuss how the concept of the “Rêve Général

Illimité”—a play on the words of “Unlimited General Strike” (grève) that invoked
the notion of an unlimited general “dream” (rêve)—was redeployed during the
Quebec student movement and how this notion situates the debates around
spatialized tactics within the recent history and literature of social movements. In
so doing, I highlight the contested notion of the imaginary as a materially generated
social process contributing to and shaped by the construction of space as well as
time, and the role these were seen to play within the movement. I then go on to
analyze how attention to the time of engagement dictates who can participate in
these spatialized practices. Finally I detail how various creative tactics intervened
in how space and time were produced by altering the relationships amongst private
and public space, time and responsibilities in the Quebec student strike.

From “Grève Générale” to “Rêve Général”: Spatialized
Tensions of Collective Visioning
The introduction of the concept of the “rêve général” during the Quebec student
movement brought back to the surface a collective questioning concerning the
relationships between direct and symbolic actions, as well as the very force of play
and creativity in seizing public space. The concept itself, however, was not an
invention of the 2012 Quebec student strike. In the early twentieth century, the
surrealists sought to blur the division between the “real” world and the world of
“dreams” as a revolutionary gesture to bring that which seemed impossible into
existence, and the Situationists sought to democratize this act with a rejection of
consumer culture and a re-appropriation of culture by those who live it (Plant
1992). Legacies of these movements can be seen through their re-invention in the
“reclaim the streets” movement, theatrics of Act-up and various other colorful
gay and queer activism particularly in the 1980s, as well as in the re-invention of
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de-centralized carnivalesque protest in the alter-globalization movement (Hardt
and Negri 2004; Kershaw 1997; Routledge 2012; Shepard 2011). However, by
the end of the twentieth century, the infinite ability of capital to appropriate even
the most revolutionary of visions and acts as commodity object or prototype for
the “experience economy”4 has raised substantial skepticism toward this approach
to challenging capitalist dynamics and systems (Epstein 1991; Plant 1992).
The concept of the rêve général had also been utilized in 2006 in France by

students on strike against “the ‘precariousness’ of modern life”, and rapidly spread
in response to the financial crisis of 2009 (Mirzoeff 2012). Writing about this
phenomenon from within the Occupy movement (coincidentally, at the very
moment that the Quebec 2012 student movement was gaining visibility, though
no connection was made at the time), Mirzoeff (2012) explains the pun and its
relevance to anti-austerity movements:

gRêve Général(e). You can’t translate this exactly: it means general strike/dream—add or
subtract the G and the E at the end to make “strike” or “dream”. Out of nowhere, as it
seemed, the general strike had returned and re-imagined itself at once: a general strike,
a general dream. It was a challenge to the idea of the future as permanent austerity. It
represented the general strike not as a quantitative measure of how many people out
of the working population were willing to strike but a qualitative re-imagining of the
future … These strikes were “general” not because everyone took part but because their
aim was a general transformation and renunciation of domination.

The first formal Rêve Général Illimité event of the Quebec student strike was not
launched until July 2012, at the outset of the Montreal Jazz Festival at the heart of
Montreal’s tourism season, as a collaboration between the Howl Arts and L’École
de La Montagne Rouge (Ferland 2012). However, it highlighted the invocation of
discourses and imagery historically associated with the creativity in social move-
ments (particularly within Francophone traditions) that had been deployed within
the 2012 student movement for the months preceding the event. Near the begin-
ning of the strike, “l’École de la Montagne Rouge” had been formed by design
students and became a hub for the development of posters, slogans and images,
many of which directly referenced the iconography and slogans of the May ’68
student strike in Paris. Various other creative initiatives extended the tradition in
ways that were explicitly and self-consciously spatialized, seizing public space.
Students from the Theatre Department at the Université de Québec à Montréal
(UQAM) conducted a daily event called La Ligne Rouge (the red line): every morning
at 8:30 am, students dressed in red would spread out along the southbound sub-
way station platform in Montreal’s Jean-Talon Metro Station. After other passengers
had boarded, the red-clad protestors would board the subway together in silence,
getting on and off at every station for maximum visibility until they arrived at their
final stop. This had allowed the trajectory to school to become visible as a shared
public space maximizing peaceful yet politicized interchanges between students
and those commuting to work. Dance students formed the “Red Line Dancers”
and performed such symbolic actions as slow motion Butoh walks down busy Saint
Catherine Street, illustrating the catch phrase “don’t slow down our education”
(with a tuition hike). “Theatre Struck”, a group of Concordia theatre students,
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constructed giant puppets, while “Archicontre”, a group from the Université de
Montréal, constructed giant red cubes and posed in public spaces, lying down,
crushed beneath the weight of the red cube—crushed, that is, beneath the weight
of debt. In each case, the very act of putting their education to work in the streets
in the service of a common goal itself carried a strong symbolic charge (Lalonde
2012; Spiegel 2012).
Such usages of street art within social movements have a long history in Quebec

(Lamoureux 2013). Indeed, much of the discourse and tactics utilized in the streets
of Quebec in the spring of 2012 were borrowed and adapted from previous
student strikes and social movements, locally, nationally and globally, drawing
on protest repertoires popularized in the 1960s and 1970s (Kershaw 1997; Plant
1992; Shepard 2011). Following the Seattle protests at the end of the twentieth
century, “swarm” theories of street activism began to proliferate (Arquilla and
Ronfeldt 2001; Hardt and Negri 2004). These were theories that rethought the
traditional notion of a “bloc” (the most common in contemporary protest lexicons
being the Black Bloc, but also “pink blocs” of queer groups, “circus blocs”, “baby
blocs” comprising parents and young children, etc.). These blocs were not
functioning according to cleanly divisible bloc choreographies, but swarmed, filling
available spaces, creating a kind of tactical contamination. During the 2012
student strike such swarms rapidly multiplied, springing up “unexpectedly every-
where” (Beeler 2013). This choreography departed from that of previous
movements, such as labor movements, that tended to march in a more or less
organized manner behind a banner, and spoke to a different approach to social
movements.
The changing nature of protest choreographies and creative tactics speaks to the

changing nature of social movements themselves. These changes parallel changes
in the workforce. With precarious workforces, and perpetual imperatives to become
a “creative entrepreneur” and find one’s own work contracts (Lazzarato 2012),
protests are increasingly organizing via multiple splinter groups working more or
less in tandem. These groups link together by a common desire to generate an
alternative model of socio-political life, confronting state policies that they find
mutually repressive or punitive. At the end of the twentieth century, the motto of
anti-corporate globalization activists made popular at the anti-World Trade
Organization (WTO) protests in Seattle had become “another world is possible”.
The protests against the Summit of the Americas in Quebec City 2001, as well as
the anti-G8 events of the same year, repeated much of the alter-globalization and
anti-capitalist discourse that had expanded following the Seattle protests. For many
Quebec activists, the 2012 student movement was a particular, localized moment
within this broader global movement (Kruzynski et al. 2012). It was at these protests
that the Quebec activist art group “artivistic”was formed (Lamoureux 2013), provid-
ing activist art-making and skill-trade workshops in Montreal, keeping the tradition
alive in ways that would proliferate during the 2012 student movement.
In the case of the Seattle protests, Lazzarato (2003) has pointed out that what

signs, images and statements do, particularly in the context of contemporary
society, is not to represent a state of affairs, but rather to create the world in which
things and people function. In particular, “the transformation of subjectivity must
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invent time–space arrangements” if it is to actualize the re-evaluation of values. This
is not in itself a politically radical act. It is the modus operandi of the advertising
industry and the engine of twenty-first century “enterprise”. From this perspective,
it is no great surprise that many of the images and much of the “branding” of the
2012 student movement was propelled by design students (Asselin 2012; Guy
2012). However, this transformation in signs does not exist merely in virtual space,
but is created and sustained by actual material processes, including by schools and
“life management” (Lazzarato 2003), as well as systems of debt. Indeed, as Lazzarato
argues, student debt becomes a guiding force in the production of neoliberal subjec-
tivity, making life trajectories responsive to the creditors owed, with the ability to
repay one’s debt a primary concern for many (Brunner et al. 2012; Lazzarato 2012).
The force of the anti-WTO Seattle protests may well have been virtual for many,

reminding audiences in Europe, across the Americas and in the world at large
(many of whom had been in active struggle against WTO policies for some time)
that even in America, heart of the ‘empire’ (Hardt and Negri 2004), people were
capable of conceiving of and fighting for “another world”. That the protests,
however, had as a collective objective the denunciation of the very concrete policies
of this organization and the very material consequences of the International
Monetary Fund cannot be minimized. Similarly, no analysis can lose sight of the fact
that concern for the very material consequences of raising tuition, linking education
to industry and individual funding capacity was the catalyst of the 2012 student
mobilization; its stoppage the aim of the strike.
Tilly (1994, 1995, 2008) has suggested that social movements ought to be

viewed as clusters of performances, and that the world-making possibilities for
transforming social visions are typically transmitted through very palpable perfor-
mance repertoires that they deploy. I am arguing that these performances further
help to transform the way in which space is socially constructed by altering the
social practices that generate social relations and invoke particular cultural mem-
ories and discourses associated with and inscribed in the repertory actions
themselves.
While the “reclaim the streets” movement had set this public re-appropriation of

public space as an explicit goal, it was with the Occupy Wall Street movement that
reclamation of public space was explicitly and persistently posited as a move to re-
claim the space from the corporate elite, explicitly tying the disappearance of public
space to growing wealth inequity and the policies and models of governance that
perpetuate it. Both a strength and weakness that Mitchell, along with many ana-
lysts, ascribed to Occupy Wall Street was that “it speaks by refusing (for now) to
speak; it declares by refusing to declare; it endures and prolongs a silence and a
temporary holding action that will inevitably be succeeded by more speech and
action” (Mitchell 2012:11). Occupy Montreal was amongst the largest and longest
standing Occupy sites in Canada, and had, from day one, been frequented by
student organizers who, already in the fall of 2011, were there distributing red
squares. In the case of the Quebec student movement, however, the occupation
of public space can only be partly characterized as an opening of a space for gath-
ering and collective visioning; it was a space that was at the onset created by a strike,
brought on by a very precise refusal of the government funding plan and a very
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clear demand to either maintain the tuition freeze or abolish tuition completely. The
streets, in other words, became the extension of the university and a site to contest
the future of universities in spaces that were in principle public and accessible.
The spatialized direct action repertoires of the previous eight student strikes in

Quebec—most notably techniques for blocking classrooms and stopping classes
from taking place—combined with various other movement repertoires. The desire
of those on strike to dissolve and rethink the very logic of public institutions and the
multiplicity of bodies that became involved meant that, in the spring of 2012 in
Quebec, the geo-movements were multiple: various locations popping up,
moving, spreading, bodies distributing themselves in space and activating them-
selves. In larger marches that occurred in Quebec on the 22nd of each month
during the Quebec 2012 student strike (a date each month for 6 months on which
hundreds of thousands of people would gather in support of the movement),
people did often gather behind particular banners designating particular student
unions, workers’ unions, professors against the tuition hike, mothers, and other
self-identified groups. In the daily protest events, however, as well as the various
“family days”, the choreography tended to be that of the “swarm” inherited in part
from anti-globalization movements that had altered the landscape of political orga-
nizing. Each of these configurations repeated a refrain from another era, another
mode of organizing handed down or adapted based on historical affiliation and
discursive resonance (Tilly 2008), from union hierarchies and the affiliations they
rehearsed and inspired in other non-syndical groups, to the swarm, to the art
happenings re-invented from the avant-garde and taken up by a generation accus-
tomed to “user-generated content”. While protests began on campuses and spread
first to student and working class neighborhoods, by May, marches were weaving
through the wealthiest areas of town (Thain 2012b).
The universities, the streets, the internet—spaces at risk of becoming corporatized

—were reclaimed as places where students, workers, and all those affected by the
future of the province, could speak and act, creating numerous convergence spaces
(Routledge 2003). Both the goals of the movement as well as tactics deployed
were, however, heavily subject to critique from both within and without. The
movement had created a plethora of spaces of “dissensus” (rather than consensus)
(Rancière 2010), where diverse and occasionally conflicting perspectives were em-
bodied through heterogeneous tactics and counter-tactics, as well as the conjoining
of multiple sites of occasionally convergent and often conflicting activity.
After the declaration of the Special Law, the largest student association, La

CLASSE,5 encouraged supporters to defy the law and come out without a declared
route. In contrast, while the other large student organizations, La FEUQ and La
FECQ, also opposed the law, they encouraged their membership to obey the law
as long as they existed. Thus on 22 May, for what turned out to be the largest dem-
onstration of the 2012 student strike, La FEUQ and La FECQ did submit a trajectory
to the police; however, encouraged by La CLASSE, the march of several hundred
thousand people that month did not end up following the set-trajectory, exacerbat-
ing tensions between the two student organizations. The divergent relationship to
civil disobedience embodied divergent social organizing dynamics, reflective of
their respective structures; La FEUQ and La FECQ functioning through leaders
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empowered to make decisions on behalf of their membership whereas La CLASSE
functioning through spokespeople, in principle only empowered to disseminate
the decisions collectively voted upon, was thus, structurally speaking, less pliant
to authoritative pronouncements.
McAdam has argued for the importance of tactical innovation in response to the

adaptations of movement opponents in establishing the pace and scale of insur-
gency: “The simple introduction of a new protest technique in a single locale is
not likely to have a measurable effect unless its use can be diffused to other insur-
gent groups operating in other areas” (McAdam, 1983:736). Indeed, a few days fol-
lowing the adoption of Bill 78, the tradition of tintamarre6 or cacerolazo—the
communal banging of pots and pans—was introduced into the local repertoire, ap-
propriated from the ongoing student struggle in Chile, solidifying repertory links
between the two. The tactic, popularized in Chile when police tactics became too
threatening for the general population to join street protests, spread across the
province and particularly across the Island of Montreal, renamed as “les casseroles”.
These casserole protests started precisely at the threshold of the “private” space

of the home and “public” space—on the balconies and front steps of a wide
range of dwellings across the province. As Montreal professor and cultural theo-
rist Alana Thain (2012b) points out, this was made possible in part by the
“happy coincidence with the architectural landscapes of the neighbourhoods in
which they have taken hold … all home to the exterior staircases so characteristic
of Montreal working class architecture”. This had the effect of facilitating com-
munity organizing and discussion. Suddenly people were speaking to one
another, not as fellow students or workers, but as neighbors, and this in an
era where people could live on a street for 20 years and never meet those living
next to them. In her analysis of the rising levels of festive participation in street
protests, Thain (2012b) wrote:

In the wake of the spread of discontent and active participation in the student strike after
the adoption of la loi spéciale, critics have frequently claimed that the initial message
contre la hausse [against the tuition hikes] has been diluted to the point of incoherence.
But the manifestations have actually demonstrated the coming into discourse of noise,
have in fact underlined the ways in which the government has refused to hear the
political discourse of negotiation and messages as anything but background noise.

The message that rings out through the festive protests, according to Thain, is the
frequently heard chant “avec nous, dans la rue!” (“join us in the streets!”). Within
this schema, symbolic acts, such as the casserole protests, chants, the symbol of
the red square, as well as the various forms of street theatre and street art function
as collective excitement (Blumer 1937, 1986) whereby the symbolism triggers
affective responses, generating collective action based primarily on emotional,
rather than analytic factors. Such a call to boost the noise and number in the streets
was particularly important due to the opposition that the movement was facing
both within Quebec as well as in the rest of Canada. Supporting the logic of the
tuition increase and the rhetoric of the Liberal government, much of the main-
stream Canadian media portrayed protestors as “spoiled babies” unwilling to pay
tuition on par with that of students elsewhere in Canada let alone the US where
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tuition was much higher; student protests were repeatedly framed as imposing
themselves on the “silent majority” of citizens whose will the new Bill was pur-
ported to defend (Kheiriddin 2012). The casseroles became a form of symbolic
warfare, aimed in part at countering dominant rhetoric on an affective level.
Through the casserole protests, residents—with no special political status or claim
within the movement—were able to deploy the most ordinary of household items
to act as guardians of community values. Here, harkening to pre-modern commu-
nity rituals, this rhythmic banging became a modern day political act of publicly
shaming the forces that were undermining “public good”, re-asserting and
transforming this conception of public good from the implicit discourse of compla-
cent order to reflect values of freedom of expression and the protection of public
services.
The question is the extent to which this call—and the general call to gather

and vision together that it entailed—was and is sufficient to effectively resist
the privatization of services, or, at least to serve as a part of a diversity of tactics
to this end. Only a month before, an editorial in a student paper had argued
that there would be “no victories with parades” (Ultimatum 2012). Would the
noise serve as a percussive back beat to the clear demands of students or in-
stead to water down the movement, masking the demands, reducing them to
the indistinct noise of faceless discontents whose demands—rather than being
intentionally deferred for the sake of community building and the creation of
alternative politics, as Mitchell claimed was the case with Occupy—can be infi-
nitely deferred and ignored by those who may otherwise be able to actualize
these demands?
The debate echoes Žižek’s warning to the Occupy movement the previous year,

and the critique that many have launched against anarcho-utopian direct actions
and carnivalesque protest:

Don’t fall in love with yourselves, with the nice time we are having here. Carnivals come
cheap—the true test of their worth is what remains the day after, how our normal daily
life will be changed. Fall in love with hard and patient work—we are the beginning, not
the end (Žižek and Shin 2011).

The apparent spontaneity and event-focused “taking of the streets” has historically
threatened to occlude the work of long-term organizing, mobilization and the
restructuring of institutions that are required to realize the demands (Epstein 1991;
Shepard 2011), though, aswill be discussed, it can also serve to strengthen ties of sol-
idarity for the renewal of the movement (Kolonel Klepto and Major Up Evil 2005;
Routledge 2012; Shepard 2011). The tension gestures toward the stakes in thinking
of the re-creation of spaces as public political spaces of dissensus in terms of a “rêve
général illimité”—a space for unlimited collective visioning. “They will tell you that
you are dreaming”, Žižek warned atOccupy: “We are not dreamers, we are the awak-
ening from a dream which is turning into a nightmare” (Žižek and Shin 2011).
The “nightmare” to which Žižek refers is the limiting of possibility that has

emerged alongside the spread of the individualism and materialism of the
American Dream that have colluded to make austerity measures appear inevita-
ble. During the Québec mobilization of 2012, the Rêve Général Illimité of 5 July
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sought to democratize not only the consumption but also the production of cul-
tural visions and collective affects. It contested the social logic of arts events that
rely on corporate sponsorship to bring the arts to the people—the same dynamic
increasingly being imposed on education where increased user fees were also
accompanied by increased reliance on corporate research funds (Ferland 2012).
Those who organized and called for it were acutely aware of the material condi-
tions required for creating and actualizing collective visions and sought to pro-
vide these conditions. Indeed, the play on words invoking an unlimited general
strike works only when the collective visioning is viewed in tandem with such
stoppage of habitual institutional functioning. As Mirzoeff (2012) writes, “the
general strike is the limit of the dream image, its enactment as social life”, while
the general dream of transformation and the renunciation of domination “founds
the possibility of a new politics”.

Dissensus: Divisions of Labor and the Time for
Participation
On 7 April 2012, the 54th day of the strike (that would last another 5 months), a
student spokesperson, Gabriel Nadeau-Dubois, elaborated on its meaning:

Our strike is just a step, a stopping point along a path that is much, much longer. Our
strike is already victorious because it enables us to see that path, the path of resistance.
That is the real meaning of our strike. 250,000 people do not turn to the streets just
because they don’t want to pay $1,625 more for tuition. The meaning of our strike lies
in the durée, in the revolt that follows tomorrow. This spring of 2012 we planted the
seeds of a revolt that may not germinate for several years. But already we can say that
the people of Quebec are not asleep, nor are their youth (Nadeau-Dubois 2012).

Nadeau’s speech unpacked the world-making at the heart of the strike, the rejection
of “your commercialized education, your laboratory schools, and your society of
‘Me, Inc.’” and underlined the renewal and strengthening of the tradition of strug-
gle in Quebec. The confluence and occasional tensions between the immediate ma-
terial demands of the strike and the long-term socio-cultural transformations it
embodied and propelled, however, led to a multiplicity of positions.
Time, redeployed, allowed for the creation and repetition of protest repertoires

such that they could indeed become visible and intelligible, drawing on the short
and long-term cultural memory of social movements (Taylor 2003; Tilly 2008).
Some chants stand the test of time in arguing for a return to the commons and
democratic decision-making, such as “so-so-so so-li-dar-i-ty”. Others, such as
“you’re sexy, you’re cute, take off your riot suit” pre-date the student movement
and have been used around the world. “New” interventions also exploited repeti-
tion, their meaning transforming over time, producing their own fissures. The
power of the Red Line, for instance, was not just that it spatialized and dramatized
a commitment to schooling akin to having a full-time job (travelling the morning
rush hour Metro with those rushing to work), but that this ritual was maintained
in a visible and identifiable manner every morning for months, allowing others to
identify the practice and to join in.
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We have already seen how the various discourses were spatialized in disparate
and occasionally conflicting tactical configurations and approaches. The various
tactics, and the ways in which they sought to reshape space, however, pointed
to another question—the question of how time was reshaped and its implica-
tions for who could participate how. Amongst the factors influencing the devel-
opment and transformation of protest repertoires are repression and discourses
levied by authorities to weaken movements (Tilly 2008). Tilly (1994:14–15)
argued that:

No social movement operates without reference to at least three populations: 1.
powerholders who are the objects of claims, the minimum claim being to tolerate the
movement’s existence; 2. activists who range from minor contributors to leaders and
are often connected by Social Movement Organizations; 3. a subject population on
whose behalf activists are making or supporting claims.

The aim of much of the imaginative and affective tactics we have been discussing
was to attract those who fall within the third category to pay attention to and ide-
ally join the second category. The time of engagement, however, is intractable from
the question of participation (Rancière 2006, 2010), shaping who can transform the
politics of public life, how and at what cost. In this case, students (and professors to
some extent) had the time to engage precisely because the primary tactic for op-
posing the educational and economic reforms was to stop the regular functioning
of the system. As a result, the time normally spent in class could be spent on the
streets. However, Quebec Premier Jean Charest used the disruptions caused by
daily marches during the day, public teach-ins often held in the streets, and
blockades of ports and bridges to declare that students were harming workers
(Gagné 2012). In response, unions soon came out in support of students, helping
to de-stabilize this argument. Daily marches were relegated to the evening where
they would not be a disruption to the nine-to-five working crowd, and when, in
principle, more workers could participate in solidarity—as indeed a great many
did. For over a hundred consecutive nights, marches would depart at 8 pm from
Place Emilie Gamelin. From early March 2012 onward, there were daily protests.
By May, there was hardly a moment, day or night when there was not an action
taking place somewhere in the province. Night marches continued, often into the
early hours of the morning. Shortly thereafter the morning shift began with
demonstrations at 8 am.
The question of time remains deeply political, as those who are saddled with

the duties of taking care of increasingly privatized survival needs of self and
family face ever increasing demands on their time. Lazzarato (2012) suggests
that in the age of increasing privatization of costs, the expectation that we will
all engage in the unpaid labor of preparing ourselves in various forms for the
workforce is becoming a social leveler of the multitude. Feminists point out that
this has for decades been a struggle of feminist movements, and the manner in
which the divisions of time, labor and precariousness are experienced remains
deeply gendered (Bunch 1987; Epstein 1991; Federici 2008). The privatization
of social services further inscribes the work of social and cultural production as
a private good, in a move continuous with the logic of traditional “women’s
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work” of child rearing and care-giving as unpaid or underpaid, as a service
merely to her “loved ones”, disregarding the services that such work provides
to reproducing cultures as well as the social basis upon which all other modes
of production build. The move to frame education increasingly as a private good
that students should pay for, not only makes it less accessible to lower income
students, but also effaces the role education plays in shaping not only personal
futures, but also societal futures.
Feminist and women’s groups highlighted the historical importance that

women’s struggles to gain access to education have played in enabling women
to fully participate in shaping society rather than being confined to the private
realm of unpaid caregiver. They also draw attention to the ongoing importance
of the work of women’s groups in maintaining these gains and increasing access
to education (Delvaux et al. 2013). The official “Statement on Tuition Fees in
Québec and their Impact on Women” of the Simone de Beauvoir Institute at
Concordia University highlighted the disproportionate effect that raising tuition
would have on women due to the statistically lower incomes that women still earn
relative to men, as well as the serious effects this would have, in particular, on single
mothers and their children. Given the tendency for women to have to juggle
greater family duties, work more hours for the same revenue, and work longer to
pay for tuition and hence incur higher debt load for the same education, the tuition
hikes would ultimately reduce women’s access to education—especially women
from low-income families and indigenous women, reducing diversity in the class-
room (Simone de Beauvoir Institute 2012).
The relevance of the cuts for parents in the age of austerity hovered beneath the

surface of every “family friendly” event and every space created by parents when
they arrived on the scene with their children, dissolving the difference between
the private time of family responsibilities and the public act of creating the possi-
bility for the future of families. This division between private and public was,
however, heavily policed; parents who took their children to protests were occa-
sionally chastised on social media by other individuals for “bad parenting”, while
accounts of being threatened with being reported to the authorities by police for
putting their children at risk also spread—despite the fact that the “risk” that many
feared was precisely brutality at the hands of the police7 accuser (Ligue des Droits
et al. 2013).
As demanding that people “stay in their place” (at home to raise well behaved

children, at work to pay their debts, etc.) reduces participation in reshaping
collective visions, transforming this dynamic requires attention to the ways in which
time and space can be liberated for such participation or how one’s various duties
can be reshaped in keeping with the activity of re-visioning distributions of time and
space. “Artivism”, as it was coined by the Quebec-based group during the G8
counter summit, distinguished itself from “socially engaged art” by its focus on
transforming space–time relations, and emphasizing intervening where things
were taking place (Lamoureux 2013:71). This tradition of creatively transforming
time and space was the dominant cultural correlate to the direct action inter-
ventions that sought to disrupt the business-as-usual of privatizing institutions
in Quebec.
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Creative Techniques and Technologies for Disrupting
the Public/Private Dichotomy
Various techniques and technologies transformed the politics of participation in the
Quebec movement, an important dimension of which was how “safe space” was
created or destroyed, including how risk was experienced and distributed. While
direct action was, in principle, open to all, various factors influenced who was able
to invest the time and take the risk. Who would be vulnerable to arrest, attack,
profiling, etc.? Who was able to weather such attacks and for whom would the cost
be too high? How could these risks be mitigated?
The use of laughter and playfulness has been amply theorized as strategically

incorporated into activists’ resistance movements to change the affective tenor
(Clough 2012; Crossa 2013; Graeber 2007; Routledge 2012; Shepard 2011).
For example, proponents of activist clowning (Kolonel Klepto and Major Up Evil
2005; Routledge 2012) note that these activities help sustain movements across
time and space, transforming the relationship between private and public, help-
ing to re-humanize, personalize and bring care and laughter into situations
where anger and confrontation have a tendency to dominate (Routledge
2012). Groups like the Vermont based Bread and Puppet Theatre (who made a
brief appearance during student movement night protests), the Clandestine In-
surgent Rebel Clown Army (CIRCA) and the Wombles in the UK have become fa-
mous for using costuming and the absurd to raise morale in often
confrontational demonstrations. This tradition was extended during the Quebec
student protests (Spiegel forthcoming a), with affective protest furthered by the
presences of such “protest mascots” as Anarchopanda—a protestor in a giant
panda suit who became famous for giving hugs to protestors—and police alike
(Spiegel forthcoming b). The re-personalization of the political, replacing con-
frontation of policies that would reduce access to public services with the joy
and care for those on the streets, however, threatened to return the question
of collective futures to a question of interpersonal interaction between individ-
uals and their case-by-case negotiations, even as figures like Anarchopanda
attempted to maintain separation between their public role and the personal
story of the individual human that made them (Thain 2012a).
One of the most controversial features of the aforementioned casserole protests,

both from within the movement as well as for those outside angered by the noise,
was indeed that they blurred the binary between the personal and political. This
altered the terms of participation in civic life itself, potentially de-politicizing the
protest, shifting focus away from central demands, but also politicizing the
personal, bringing the protest to the home and allowing people to participate
easily from their homes with their neighbors (Drapeau-Bisson et al. 2013; Rosen
2012; Thain 2012b).
Creative uses of technology furthered affective transformations in the relation-

ship between the public and the private, and between real and perceived risk.
While the message of casseroles threatened to be flattened to noise, countless
student and community groups disseminated creative and informational videos
on social media. Many turned to the conjoining of precise discourse and
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demands with the cultivation of an ethic of care that could reach those who
were less exposed to the realities of the street, whether due to geographic or
other situational realities. For instance, Docteur Chaussette, a sock puppet from
the small northern city of Rimouski and “head of the union of socks”, started a
YouTube channel where she spoke humorously of the personal considerations
of engagement in activist life, from the perspective of the socks worn by activists
as they marched for hours day after day (Chaussette 2013). Drawing attention to
the unseen personal aspects of labor and risk involved in transforming the time
and space of political engagement—tired feet, vulnerability to police attack, the
strain placed on family and romantic relationships when one’s time is offered
up to the collective cause—were able to be humorously explored by the learned
“indebted” puppet. The puppet enacted a scene of confrontation, during which
she sat down with a (hand puppet version) of the boyfriend of the puppeteer
(the “arm to which the puppet was attached”)—wherein the boyfriend-puppet
complains that the puppeteer is spending more time with her puppet (eg en-
gaged in creative, unpaid, activism) than with him. A plan was thus dramatized
in which the puppeteer would take a break from her creative activism to attend
to the relationship (go fishing) and the boyfriend would, in return, accompany
her and her puppet to a protest. Such creative interventions allowed for broader
participation while reaching friends and other viewers through laughter in their
“personal” leisure time, provoking a rethinking of negotiations between public
and private time.
In occupying virtual spaces, public engagement moved between media—from

the street to the internet to the newspapers and back again. In the first weeks of
the nightly protests, the visible presence and trajectory of police cars as well as
the police online Twitter account updates were frequently reported on social media
as the best way to find the self-directing march. Shortly thereafter, an application
called “manifencours”, updated by those at the protest, mapped the trajectory in
real time, and the march’s whereabouts were regularly Tweeted. Mainstream
media coverage was all but absent, but the Concordia Campus Television station,
CUTV, was there every night live-streaming the protest. This meant that police
actions were being constantly monitored, with the images of brutality rarely shown
on mainstream media reaching a viewing public; it also meant that the tenor and
location of the event could be monitored, and people could join or avoid the pro-
test based on whether they were ready to lend support in a tense moment or were
unprepared or unable to weather the increased risk of police attack and arrest.
The collective care involved in re-appropriating technologies of communication

further formed the basis of other artistic interventions on the actual streets.
Graduate student, lecturer and artist, Sophie Castonguay, created an interactive
performance piece, entitled “Prêter l’oreille” (lend an ear), that invited participants
to repeat the speeches and texts proliferating on the web in the public spaces of
the city, allowing them to take over time and space collectively (Castonguay
2013). Participants would download recorded texts of speeches from student
leaders, literary texts produced by striking students, editorials, and the like; they
would then gather together at a designated time and place, usually in the
context of a larger protest, march or “family day” of solidarity, and subsequently
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traverse the city repeating the texts out-loud in synchrony.8 The “flashmob” style
of the protest combined with its use of personal technologies—first the
downloading of speeches from the internet, Castonguay’s re-parsing and re-
recording of the text to make time for the listener to repeat it, and finally the
downloading of the newly parsed text to a personal audio player that would
be worn in public to generate collective speech. Here, personal technologies
were redeployed ultimately to reinforce the strength to speak out in public and
to give one’s time and body over to the repetition of resistant texts in a public
space, simultaneously amplifying and de-personalizing the words of particular,
often high-profile, speakers.
As described by Castonguay, “Prêter l’oreiller” played out very differently in the

context of family solidarity days than when confronted with intense police brutal-
ity (unpublished interview 2012). At the large protest at Victoriaville, where the
government was having a series of meetings, police brutality reached an
alarming level, with police reportedly preventing ambulances from accessing
badly injured protestors. Here, the collective recitation of texts played through in-
dividual headphones offered a way of taking mental distance from the intensity,
while remaining physically present in solidarity. As such, they offered a way of
reminding those engaging in and coming into contact with the intervention a
reminder of why they were there. By contrast, aware of the distances from the
collective action that the act of repeating texts heard through headphones poten-
tiated, in the midst of one of the largest of the monthly protests (in May), Prêter
l’oreille was cancelled so that would-be participants could instead engage in the
collective chants of the protest. The intervention acted as a technique of togeth-
erness that offered a collective experience of re-spatializing critical thought; an
act which, in the context of institutional discourses and policies that promoted
individualization and fear of dissent (eg criminalization of picket lines and protest
itself), provided a site for the generation of sensuous solidarity firmly grounded
in critical thought.
This was a movement that was, above all, sparked by the desire to secure and

support public education for future generations—the vast majority of students on
strike would have graduated by the time the full force of the tuition hikes had
come into effect. Thus it was poetically fitting that much creative energy was
placed in generating sites of liberatory public education, from “alternative univer-
sities” projects (Beeler 2013) to the participation of young children as emerging
protest photographers and journalists (McLeod 2012). The diversity of creative
interventions over the course of the 2012 Quebec student strike altered the affec-
tive tenor of space, thus aiding the redistribution of time and ultimately the redis-
tribution of roles, wherein diverse populations were able to take their place in
the movement. Whereas, arguably, such artistic actions individually had a minor
impact, each galvanizing relatively few participants and spectators, their proli-
feration in punctuating direct actions was both symptomatic of the spirit of de-
centralized organizing as well as the desired de-centralization of the construction
of future movement and societal dynamics. Such techniques turned care into a
public, political and collective act, destabilizing the dichotomy between the
personal and the political.
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Denouement/Conclusions: Care and the Material
Conditions of the Rêve Général
The extended duration of the Quebec student strike offered the time for cultures of
care to be extended and the generation of techniques of “togetherness” to be
developed that not only brought people out into the streets, but also re-invented
the ways in which divisions between “private” and “public” unfolded. In such re-
created space–time divisions, the “private time” of caring for self and the family
was able to be extended into collective political space. The affective power of
collective political acts of solidarity, sensitive to differences in positionality and
modes of engagement, thus helped to generate spaces of care that may form the
basis of future political collectivities.
The strike saw some “victories”. The government called an election in the middle

of the strike and was defeated. The day after the election, the new government
repealed the infamous Bill 78 and cancelled the tuition hikes. However, tuition
was indexed to the rate of inflation (defenders pointed out that with indexation,
students would still save $1400 compared with what tuition would have been
once Charest’s final proposed tuition hikes had been fully implemented), and
$250 million of funding was cut from university operating grants (Wroebel
2014). Moreover, in Montreal, at the same time that the provincial government
had passed Bill 78, an amendment had been made to a municipal bylaw (P6)
allowing police to declare any protest illegal whose trajectory had not been pre-
viously given to them, upon a fine of $637. This measure not only remained on
the books, but it began being used regularly to stop protest (Brett 2014). While
not discounting the importance of the immediate demands, many claimed that
the real gain of the strike was cultural—the sense that it was possible to mobilize
against the logic of austerity and collectively hold discussions on the fate of
societal services and institutions such as education.
The above analysis contributes to understandings of how creative protest tactics

and repertoires transform the social dynamics and processual considerations that
contribute to the formation of the affective tenor of what Routledge (2003) calls
“convergence spaces”. I have been arguing throughout this article that creative
actions, and the role they play in affectively transforming the relationship between
the personal and the political, contributed to the mobilization in Quebec by
transforming the space and time of engagement, even if in some instances “sensu-
ous solidarity” (Routledge 2012) for its own sake distracted from the immediate
goal of blocking the tuition hike. To be successful, however, the strike required
transformation of material conditions impacting the distribution of roles and
resources, not only as a goal, but also as embedded within the very process of
movement-building to even allow for participation in creating a collective vision
for future societal transformation—a “rêve général illimité”—and participation in
the various actions that would shape and actualize it.
In the wake of the strike, mobilizing hundreds of thousands of people for a

sustained period of time to protest the direction of society was no longer a dream;
it had happened and could happen again. However, the material conditions for
participation in the vision of the future itself required the redistribution of roles
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and resources, and affectively spatialized social practices—directly, creatively, and
collectively over time. It now requires mechanisms for sustaining the redistributions
brought about in heightened moments of struggle. There is still much analytic and
practical work to be done in understanding and transforming the material condi-
tions necessary for creating accessible spaces and liberating time for participating
in shaping social visions for the future of public institutions. Public spaces need to
be sustainably reconstructed, not merely as passageways between spaces of “self-
care” where an individual’s work production and reproduction can take place,
but as spaces of collective care in and of themselves.
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Endnotes
1 See, for instance, the response of the Geography, Planning, and Environment Graduate

Students’ Association (2012).
2 This raised tuition from an average of $2600 to $4700 annually.
3 For the numbers of students on strike during various periods, see Ancelovici and Dupuis-

Déri (2012).
4 In recognition of this potential, this concept has been actively promoted by business

writers such as Pine and Gilmore (1999), although other social theorists had previously
looked critically on such prospects.

5 The main student organizations are the Federation of University Students (FEUQ), which
represents more than 120,000 Quebec university students in 15 member associations,
the Federation of College Students (FECQ), la Table de concertation étudiante du Québec
(TACEQ), and the Coalition large de l’Association pour une solidarité syndicale étudiante
(CLASSE), a temporary coalition created by Association pour une solidarité syndicale étudiante
(ASSÉ) with about 50,000 members in 25 student unions throughout the province, to tem-
porarily include non-member organizations wishing to coordinate with them during the
2012 Quebec student protests.

6 The word “tintamarre” is derived from the Acadian French meaning “din” or “racket”, a
reference to the noisy flocks of birds that feed there. It refers to the tradition of marching
through one’s community making noise with improvised instruments, to demonstrate
solidarity, originally to remind others of the presence of the Acadian people. “Tintamarre”
was used to describe the “casserole protests” in which people banged pots and pans in
their neighborhoods in support of the student movement.

7 Protestor injuries began to be reported almost immediately after the protests began. On 23
February 2012 students were pepper sprayed after occupying Montreal’s Jacques Cartier
Bridge; on 7 March a student sustained a serious eye injury thought to have been from a
police stun grenade. In Victoriaville, at least 10 people were seriously injured in a demon-
stration on 6 May; one protestor lost an eye and another sustained a skull fracture. Many of
the violent police attacks had no provocation; for example, on 19 May police reportedly
pepper sprayed a patio full of bar patrons, and on 20 May yet another student protestor
was seriously injured when beaten with police clubs. There are no reliable estimates of
the number of people injured by tear gas, pepper spray or percussion bombs nor who
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sustained injuries from police batons. “Répression, discrimination et grève étudiante:
analyse et témoignages” (“Repression, discrimination and the student strike: analysis and
testimonials”; ASSÉ 2013), released 29 April 2013, revealed that between 16 February
and 3 September 2012 a total of 3509 people were arrested. The report includes testimo-
nials by 274 people who responded to an invitation to report experiences of police repres-
sion and discrimination during the strike. Injuries continued to be reported as the
movement continues; 294 people were arrested and more injuries were incurred at the an-
niversary protest held in March 2013, for example.

8 The ongoing history of the “Prêter l’oreille” project can be followed on the open Prêter
L’oreille 2.2 Facebook group.
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